East Lawn Construction Access

Due to ongoing major capital construction projects on the main campus, vehicular access to the interior of the East Lawn can now only be made through a campus bollard located between the Academic Support building (ASUP) and Peabody Hall (PEAH), please see map below. Requestors wanting to use the East Lawn for functions with requirements that include vendor access will be required to note on their Facility/Outdoor Space Reservation Form the specific vendor requirements, including the list of each vendor and the date and time each vendor will need access and arrange to secure a key to access the bollard prior to the event.

Per the Campus Key Policy, temporary keys may be issued to approved requestors of outdoor events or to vendors approved to access the East Lawn with a key deposit ($150.00 for the bollard key) and subject to the vendor’s vehicle being able to access and clear the bollard between ASUP and PEAH. Please note that the bollard width is exactly 108 inches at the widest point, and vehicles must enter the bollard from Maple Street by entering the west most drive at the Graduate Education building and then turning west off that drive going between PEAH and ARMY, staying as close as possible to the north curb. (NOTE: Vehicles should not enter the bollard through the east most drive at the Graduate Education building as there is a crossover/connection between the Graduate Education building and the Graduate Education auditorium with very low clearance of 9 feet.) The vehicle will then need to swing to the left (south), to get as perpendicular as possible to be able to enter the bollard itself as straight as possible and clear the posts on each side. Trucks with long wheelbases will likely not be able to access the East Lawn through this bollard or any other location. Large trucks should not attempt to travel over any metal utility tunnel hatches anywhere on campus as most hatches are not rated to support vehicles larger than a full size pickup truck.

Facilities Management urges vendors who attempt to go through this bollard to have at least one person outside of the truck, helping to guide the driver through the bollard and watching out for pedestrians and bicyclists that might be in the immediate area of the vehicle as it goes through the bollard and up a sidewalk that connects with other sidewalks on the East Lawn. NOTE: Approved requestors of outdoor events on the East Lawn as well as their vendors are liable for any damages sustained by vehicular traffic incurred trying to access the East Lawn at other sites, jumping curbs, going through vegetation, etc. or, if vehicles access the landscape after excessive rain or moisture when the landscape cannot support the weight of the truck and the access leaves tire tracks, ruts and other damage (per Fayetteville Policy 708.0 – Use of University Facilities and Outdoor Space). Facilities Management urges requestors and their vendors to pre-inspect the bollard access to the East Lawn prior to submitting the actual request to ensure that the proposed outdoor event can fulfill the special setup requirements by using the bollard between ASUP and PEAH.

Subject to the completion of the major capital construction projects on the main campus, this temporary access to the East Lawn will be the only access to this space until sometime during the latter part of 2013 or 2014. Any questions regarding this temporary access should be directed to Facilities Management at 575-6441.
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